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Abstract

To change the ratio of α-/γ-Tocopherol (Toc) is an important goal for rapeseed breeding. However, evidence
showing the association between rapeseed VTE4 and seed Toc composition in oilseed crops is still insufficient.
Single nucleotide polymorphism is a kind of molecular marker that causes phenotypic variations of a certain trait. We
applied High-resolution Melting curve (HRM) technique to detect the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at
BnaX.VTE4.b in an ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS) mutated M2 population of rapeseed. There were remarkable
variations among 1011 individual M2 plants in total Toc and Toc composition (α-/γ-Toc ratio). The total Toc varied in a
range of 150.33–424.18 mg/kg with the mean of 293.39 (SD ± 4.23). The-/γ-Toc ratio varied in the range of
0.35-2.84 with the mean of 0.95 (SD ± 0.37). The association between detected SNPs and phenotypic variations in
Toc composition was analyzed. The results revealed significant association between BnaX.VTE4.b and α-/γ-Toc
ratio. Frequency of SNPs varied greatly among different regions of the gene and we found nonsynonymous SNPs
for both high and low α-/γ-Toc ratios near 5ʹ end of BnaX.VTE4.b. Moreover, linkage disequilibrium and association
analysis revealed significant association between Toc composition and various SNPs on BnaX.VTE4.b providing
useful markers for rapeseed quality breeding.
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Tocopherol; Single nucleotide polymorphism; Association

Introduction
Brassica napus L. (rapeseed) is an allotetraploid species, originated

from a combination of B. rapa and B. oleracea approximately 7500
years ago with amphidiploids cytodemes AC (genome AACC, 2n=38)
[1]. Rapeseed is an important oilseed crop and its oil has multipurpose
usage including, food, fuel, cosmetics, inks, pesticides, lubricants, and
coolants [2]. Rapeseed breeding programs worldwide are currently
focusing on the improvement and alteration in the content and
composition of seed metabolites such as carotenoids, sterols, oleic acid
and linolenic acid, and tocopherols (vitamin E) contents [3-7].
Tocopherols (Toc) play vital role in various processes in plants such as
plant growth, regulation of photo assimilates, and leaf senescence
[8-10]. However, the most promising function of Toc relates to their
antioxidant properties, especially in response to abiotic stress [8]. Toc
function as antioxidants and radical scavengers resulting in numerous
health benefits, including prevention of neurological disorders,
atherosclerosis, cataracts, and cancer [11,12] and provide the oxidative
stability to vegetable oils and oil seeds. Among four isomers (α, β, γ,
and δ) of Toc, γ- and α-Toc are abundant in rapeseed oil, with a small
proportion of δ-Toc [13]. Moreover, α-Toc possesses the highest
activity of vitamin E in mammals [14]. Therefore, one of the vital
breeding targets is to alter seed Toc composition in terms of high α-/γ-
Toc ratio. Key genes and enzymes regulating the Toc biosynthesis in
Arabidopsis and other model organisms have been well characterized
and elucidated so far [15,16]. Among those enzymes, gamma
tocopherol methyltransferase (γ-TMT) is involved in the final step of
Toc biosynthesis and catalyzes the methylation of δ- to β- and γ- to α-
Toc, respectively [14]. The enzyme γ-TMT is encoded by the gene

VTE4. So far, γ-TMT genes have been isolated from different species,
including model species Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 and Arabidopsis,
sunflower, canola, soybean and several transgenic approaches were
used to manipulate the activity of γ-TMT in these species to alter seed
Toc [17-20]. For instance, mutation in γ-TMT in soybean resulted in
enhanced seed α-Toc content [19]; association of γ-TMT specific
haplotypes with high levels of α-Toc in maize [21], whereas, in
sunflower controlling the activity of γ-TMT resulted in increased seed
γ-Toc accumulation instead of conversion into α-Toc [9]. However,
evidence showing the association of rapeseed VTE4 gene(s) and seed
Toc composition in oilseed crops is still insufficient. Moreover, to grow
transgenic crops/plants is strictly prohibited in most parts of the world,
especially for crops breeding programs. Therefore, alternative
approaches are needed that could exploit the natural/mutagenic
variations to develop molecular markers for obtaining desirable traits
such as high seed Toc content and/or composition.

Chemically induced mutation is an efficient approach to study the
function of a gene and investigate genetic diversity [22,23]. Mutants
can be used as potential materials for breeding programs [24].
Chemical mutagens are easy to use without the need of any specialized
equipment and can cause efficiently higher gene mutation frequency
compared to other methods of mutagenesis such as radiological
beaming or bombardment. In chemical mutagenesis mostly single
base-pair (bp) changes occur, which are known as single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs). Ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis is
one of the most easier and widely used reverse genetic approaches to
develop mutagenic population that can be efficiently screened based
on SNPs within target gene(s) [25,26]. For instance, EMS treatment has
been used efficiently to induce mutations in plants, such as
Arabidopsis, tomato, rice, soybean, and so on [20,23,27]. To generate
multiple alleles per gene is a promising feature of EMS mutagenesis;
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whereas, T-DNA and transposon based approaches can only produce
knockout mutants. SNPs provides an ideal system with the most
abundant and versatile class of molecular markers for genetic and
genomic analysis [28]. Large numbers of SNPs have been identified in
agronomic crops like soybean and maize, which have enabled
tremendous progress in the dissection of complex quantitative traits
and accelerated crop improvement. Molecular markers based SNPs
have been widely used in a variety of research areas, such as
association studies, biodiversity assessment, and genetic map
construction [29,30].

High resolution melting (HRM) analysis is a robust technique that
monitors and measures the disassociation of DNA at high temperature
resolution by using high fidelity heteroduplex-detecting double-
stranded DNA binding dyes, such as EvaGreen. These dyes have no
sequence preference and possess equal binding affinities for GC- and
AT-rich regions [31,32]. HRM technique principally works on real-
time PCR based amplification and allows genotyping and mutation
scanning (SNPs, mutations, and methylation etc.) in PCR amplicons
[33]. Only a single tube reaction is required for both PCR and
heteroduplex products detection using a melting curve software. These
properties of HRM make it a cost-effective and suitable high-
throughput screening technique [34]. Previously, HRM has been used
to identify mutations in TILLING and/or EMS mutagenized
population of plants/crops. These studies included, mutation
evaluation in DNA pool of EMS mutants of tomato, isolation of novel
mutations in starch branching enzyme IIa (SBEIIa) genes from an EMS
population of wheat, successful discrimination of all the SNPs, Indels,
and microsatellites in the region of putative SNP of Expressed
Sequenced Tags among 25 almond cultivars, identification of SNP
markers linked to a covered smut resistance gene in barley,
confirmation of allelic variation in eIF4E gene in Capsicum linked to
resistance against Tobacco etch virus –HAT strain [35-39].

Transgenic rapeseed breeding program is avoided in many
countries. Therefore, exploitation of natural/mutagenic variations and
molecular markers are needed for selecting genotypes of our interest.
Hereby, EMS mutagenesis could play a vital role in producing a large
number of significant mutations that could lead to molecular markers
based selection of the desirable traits. The aims of our study were: (1)
to analyze Toc contents and composition in seeds of an EMS induced
M2 mutant population of B. napus; (2) to investigate the association of
EMS induced DNA polymorphism in BnaX.VTE4.b gene with seed
Toc composition.

Materials and Methods

Experimental material
Total of 1011 EMS mutated seed samples from M2 population of B.

napus L. cv Zheshuang 72, which was donated by Zhejiang Academy of
Agricultural Science, were used as plant material. Firstly, seed Toc
contents were analyzed using gas chromatography (GC) technique
coupled with flame ionization detector. Analysis revealed a large
variation in the Toc content and composition among 1011 mutants.
Based on Toc composition, quantitative data were divided into three
groups namely; high, medium and low α-/γ- Toc ratio mutants,
respectively. In light of the Toc data, we chose 50 representative
samples from each group to investigate allelic variation on the basis of
SNP and small INDELs detection approach in BnaX.VTE4.b gene.

Chemicals and reference standards used for Toc analysis
All the reagents including N,O-bis (trimethylsilyl)

trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA), hexane, isooctane, and 2-propanol of
liquid chromatography grade and Toc standards of α-, β-, γ-, δ-Toc as
well as mixture of T-Toc were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Shanghai). Purity of all the standards was verified using GC-FID
programming.

Extraction of seed tocopherol
One gram seeds of each EMS mutant of B. napus were ground using

mortar and pestle. Seed meal of 0.5 g was taken in 50 ml PE test tube
along with 0.5 ml of 80% KOH (w/v; 60 g/L) solution and vortexed for
30 sec. After that 5 ml of 95% ethanol, 0.5 ml of NaCl (10 g/L) and 1.5
ml ethanolic pyragallol (60 g/L) were added to the tubes and incubated
in water bath at 70 °C for 30-40 minutes, vortexing periodically. The
samples were cooled in an ice bath for 5 minutes. Three ml de-ionized
water and 5 ml n-hexane were added to the tubes after cooling and
vortexed for 30 seconds. Samples were then put in dark on shaker for 1
hr. After shaking, samples were centrifuged for 7 minutes at 5000×g at
14°C. The supernatant (hexane layer) was transferred to a clean glass
test tube. To the residual and remaining aqueous layer, 5 ml hexane
was added and vortexed for 30 seconds for second time extraction. The
supernatant from the second extraction was transferred to the test tube
containing the previous hexane layer. After that the solvent (hexane)
was evaporated under vacuum freeze dryer. The residue left was silyled
with 50 μL N,O bis (trimethylsilyl) trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA) at 70°C
for 30 minutes in water bath. One ml of n-hexane was added to each
tube after silylation step and solution was transferred to GC vial and
stored at -20°C until analyzed on GC. To avoid any loss or degradation
of Toc contents, all the extraction steps were carried out in dark.

Tocopherol analysis using GC-FID coupling
Toc analysis was done using GC-2014 machine with AOC-20i auto

injector (Shamidzu Cooperation, Kyoto, Japan) and flame ionization
detector (FID). Column used for analysis was Rxi®-5Sil MS (fused
silica) having length, inner diameter and thickness of 30 m, 0.25 mm,
and 0.25 μm, respectively. One μl sample was injected into the capillary
column using a splitless inlet. The oven temperature was raised from
180 to 260°C at the rate of 8°C/min, and then raised to 280°C at the
rate of 2°C/min and held for 13 min. The inlet temperature and
detector temperatures were set to 290°C and 300°C, respectively.
Nitrogen was the carrier gas at a constant flow of 1.2 ml/min. The
detector (FID) air, H2, and make-up gas (nitrogen) flows were 136, 35,
and 45 ml/min, respectively. For quantification and calculations of the
standards and samples, the procedure was followed as described by (6).
In brief, Shimadzu GC-Solution computer software was programmed
to calculate the peak areas, height, and concentration. The
corresponding peaks of standards of Toc isomers were distinguished
with the help of T-Toc by their retention times and then the standard
curve for quantification of the experimental samples was calibrated.
Calibration curve was designed by diluting the mixed standard (T-Toc)
to 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 µg/ml with n-hexane. The regression
coefficients (r) obtained were 0.995, 0.995, 0.988, 0.994, and 0.995 for
T-Toc, α-, β-, γ-, and δ-tocopherol, respectively. The peaks in the
experimental samples were identified by comparing the retention times
of Toc standards and quantified accordingly.
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Allelic variation studies using High-resolution Melting
(HRM) curve analysis

DNA of all the 1011 plants from EMS mutated M2 population of B.
napus was extracted using a modified CTAB method [40]. DNA
quality and concentration was verified using electrophoresis and
nanodrop detection technique. BnaX.VTE4.b gene encoding γ-TMT
was selected to study the allelic variation for Toc composition (α-/γ-
Toc ratio) caused by EMS mutation in rapeseed using HRM
techniques. Thirteen primer pairs across the BnaX.VTE4.b gene locus
were designed using Beacon Designer 7.5 software (Premier Biosoft
International, Palo Alto, CA, USA) following the instructions for SNPs
detection by HRM analysis technique. Real Time PCR Detection
System CFX96 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) with
white-walled PCR plates (96 wells) was used for RT-PCR. PCR recipe
consisted of 20 µl reaction mixture containing 10 µl SsoFast ™
EvaGreen® Supermix (2x reaction buffer with dNTPs, Sso7d-fusion
polymerase, MgCl2, EvaGreen dye, and stablizers) (Bio-Rad
Laboratories, Inc.), 0.5 µl of each primer, RNase/DNase-free water (7
µl) and 10ng of genomic DNA template (2 µl). Conditions for PCR
cycles were: one cycle for 2 min at 98°C, followed by 40 cycles at 98°C
for 5 s and 10 s at 55°C -60°C (as per primer pair Tm value). After PCR
completion, melting curves of the amplicons were obtained with
temperatures ranging from 65°C to 95°C. For every 0.2°C increase in
temperature data acquisition was automatically performed by the
software.

Each 96 wells plate containing negative control (H2O), DNA
templates of mutants from high, medium, and low Toc containing
groups (10 samples per group per plate), as well as positive control
DNA template (Zheshuang 72) in three replicates, respectively, were
analyzed by HRM analysis software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.). HRM
software automatically clusters the samples according to their melting
profiles and assigns a confidence score to each sample to distinguish
between wild type and mutant genotypes. Threshold for samples to be
included in a cluster was set to 99.5% confidence level. To achieve
better results, HRM curves were automatically normalized by the
software or manually adjusted using the pre- and post-melting
temperatures of each primer pair.

DNA sequencing and polymorphism detection
Representative samples from the group of high and low α-/γ-Toc

ratio obtained from HRM analysis were chosen for DNA sequencing.
Fragments having significantly higher mutational frequencies
amplified from genomic DNA using HRM precision melt curve
analysis, were sequenced to confirm expected SNPs and some
insertions and/or deletions (INDELs). A PureLink™ PCR Purification
Kit was used to purify PCR products containing the HRM analyzed
amplicons following the protocol supplied by the manufacturer
(Invitrogen). DNA samples were sent to Shanghai Sunny Biotech Co.
Ltd. Shanghai, China for sequencing.

Association studies and statistical analysis
TASSEL software was used to identify SNPs and INDELs within the

sequences of amplicons having highest percent mutation frequency
[41]. Linkage disequilibrium and association analyses were carried out
for the Toc traits including Toc content and composition. General
linear model (GLM) was used to analyze associations between
polymorphic sites and Toc traits in both fragments of the gene using
TASSEL software. Only polymorphisms with a minor allele frequency

of larger than 5% were included in the association analysis. For
assuming an association, an adjusted p-value (Bonferroni correction)
of less than 0.05 was required. R2 values of LD and corresponding p-
values for all loci pairs were calculated using the TASSEL software.
INDELs were regarded as one polymorphic site. Statistical analysis of
the data was performed using the SPSS 17.0 statistical package (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

Phenotyping for tocopherol contents and composition of B.
napus mutants

Statistical analysis of the data (Table 1) and the frequency
distribution (Figures 1A-1E) revealed large variation in Toc content
and composition among the M2 population of 1011 rapeseed mutants.
Rapeseed cultivar Zheshuang 72 was the parental control (Ck)
genotype for the comparison. δ-Toc ranged from 26.75 to 59.87 mg/kg
with a mean of 32.53 mg/kg (SD ± 3.85). The mean of γ-Toc was
136.63 mg/kg (SD ± 23.63) with a range of 50.75–243.98 mg/kg. α-Toc
ranged from 46.57 to 246.99 mg/kg seed with a mean of 124.23 (SD ±
37.89). The averaged total Toc was 293.39 (SD ± 4.23) with a range of
150.33–424.18 mg/kg, whereas, an average of 0.95 (SD ± 0.37) ratio
between α- and γ-Toc was obtained with a range of 0.35 – 2.84.
Complete set of data was arranged into three subgroups (high,
medium, and low) on the basis of Toc content and composition
(Figures 1A-1E). Black big arrow shows the status of control (Ck)
genotype Zheshuang 72, whereas, red and blue small arrows with
braces show low (left to CK) and high (right to Ck) Toc contents
(mg/kg) and compositions (α-/γ- Toc ratio), respectively (Figures
1A-1E).

Figure 1: Frequency distribution of tocopherol contents and
composition averaged across 1011 EMS mutated seed samples of

Brassica napus L. Black big arrow shows the status of control
(check) genotype Zheshuang 72; blue arrows with braces (left to

CK) and red arrows with braces (light to Ck) show range of low and
high (A – D) tocopherol contents (mg/kg) and (E) compositions

(α-/γ- Toc ratio).
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Statistics δ-Toc γ-Toc α-Toc Total Toc α-/γ-Toc
ratio

Min 26.75 50.75 46.57 150.33 0.35

Max 59.87 243.98 246.99 424.18 2.84

Mean 32.53 136.63 124.23 293.39 0.95

SD ± 3.85 ± 23.63 ± 37.89 ± 4.32 ± 0.37

υ 14.81 558.17** 1435.81** 1868.0** 0.14**

SD=standard deviation; ʋ=Variance ; **significant at p≤0.01

Table 1: Ranges, means, standard deviations and variance of 1011
members of EMS mutated M2 population of Brassica napus L. for seed
δ-, γ-, α-Toc, total Toc content (mg/kg) and α-/γ-Toc ratio.

Gene structure, protein sequence alignment and
phylogenetic analysis

BnaX.VTE4.b is involved in the final step of Toc biosynthesis in B.
napus, where γ-Toc is methylated to α-Toc, and δ-Toc to β-Toc by γ-
TMT activity. Structure of BnaX.VTE4.b gene locus (GenBank ID:
JN834023.1) was drawn based on the information available online
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/377657562). BnaX.VTE4.b
gene has a sequence of 2117 nucleotides with six exons and five introns
and a protein sequence of 348 amino acids (GenBank ID:
AFB74215.1). Protein sequence blast was done using NCBI blastp suite
(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) and Genoscope Web BLAT
search tool (http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/blat-server/cgi-bin/colza/
webBlat) to analyze the number of homologous sequences of
BnaX.VTE4.b in recently launched B. napus genome (1). We found
four homologous protein sequences from the genes namely:
BnaA02g20230D, BnaA02g20140D, BnaA02g11840D, and
BnaC02g16270D with similarity of 96.60%, 97.60%, 89.10% and
99.10%, respectively. Moreover, higher degree of percent similarity was
also observed with the protein sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana VTE4
gene.

Screening of BnaX.VTE4.b polymorphisms by HRM curve
analysis

Based on groups of high, medium and low δ-, α-, γ- Toc, and total
Toc as well as α-/γ-Toc ratio, we selected α-/γ-Toc ratio as the desired
trait and all the data were sorted accordingly. Further, 50 representative
samples from each group (Tables 2-4) were selected for HRM analysis
to detect DNA polymorphism at BnaX.VTE4.b gene locus. Successful
amplifications were achieved for all the primer pairs tested on the
entire sequence of BnaX.VTE4.b gene. Figure 2 shows the percent
mutation frequencies obtained from HRM analysis by Precision Melt

Analysis software using data generated by the CFX96 real-time PCR
detection system. The HRM assay using a single primer pair per plate
and three technical replicates per DNA sample, allowed multiple alleles
to be identified in a single scanning run. Data revealed that amplicons
A2, A3, A4, A10 and A11, which represent the coding regions of the
gene, showed the highest mutation frequency among 150 selected
mutants with 67.33%, 32.67%, 25.33%, 36.67% and 46.00%,
respectively (Figure 2). Results of representative samples from these
amplicons are presented in the form of normalized melt curves and
temperature difference curves for fluorescent signals from DNA strand
dissociation. Upon detection of polymorphism, data were clustered by
software in different color groups varied in number (2 to 5 clusters)
depending on the degree of polymorphism per amplicon. To confirm
the results and type of mutation these amplicons were divided into two
major groups for DNA sequencing. Amplicons A2, A3, and A4 being
first group of amplicons and A10 and A11 as second. To avoid any data
loss in the sequencing results, amplicon A1 was added to the first
group and amplicon A12 was added to the second one. Thus amplicon
size for the fragment one was 302 bp and for second fragment 359bp,
respectively. These fragments of the gene were sent for sequencing
then.

Figure 2: The distribution of averaged overall SNPs percentage in
150 EMS mutated seed samples of Brassica napus L. on the basis of
α-/γ-Tocopherol ratio. Letters in caps on X-axis representing the
amplicons covering the γ-TMT coding gene BnaX.VTE4.b (2117
bp) amplified by 13 pairs of primers designed for SNP detection
using HRM technique with CFX-96TM RT PCR technology. Letter
“A” representing regions of the amplicons (bp) across the gene.
A1=1-143, A2=80-201, A3=128-233, A4=184-302, A5=287-888,
A6=869-970, A7=967-1123, A8=1104-1529, A9=1138-1580,
A10=1510-1640, A11=1614-1703, A12=1682-1869, A13=1879-2084
bp.

HRM codes DNA codes MB codes δ-Toc γ-Toc α-Toc T-Toc α-/γ-Toc ratio

H1 730 1742-3 32.24 133.513 428.844 594.594 3.21

H2 715 1715-1 35.42 192.379 495.503 723.301 2.58

H3 709 1712-1 31.31 214.740 499.009 745.061 2.32

H4 31 1020-3 30.68 66.615 137.616 234.913 2.07
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H5 711 1712-3 33.76 169.589 306.947 510.294 1.81

H6 321 1383-2 31.73 126.176 227.309 385.210 1.80

H7 323 1384-2 31.63 132.253 228.833 392.719 1.73

H8 326 1385-1 31.61 131.021 223.661 386.297 1.71

H9 105 1130-4 32.12 126.260 214.428 372.812 1.70

H10 243 1329-3 36.04 122.994 204.523 363.556 1.66

H11 708 1711-4 31.96 133.319 217.217 382.500 1.63

H12 237 1328-1 33.39 123.181 199.965 356.540 1.62

H13 232 1326-4 30.08 134.593 218.097 382.767 1.62

H14 41 1053-2 33.26 132.068 210.395 375.720 1.59

H15 328 1385-3 32.84 130.830 207.893 371.558 1.59

H16 215 1322-3 36.45 122.538 190.168 349.157 1.55

H17 39 1052-4 31.31 140.824 217.152 389.282 1.54

H18 46 1054-4 31.44 126.469 194.890 352.804 1.54

H19 103 1130-2 32.61 129.925 199.998 362.531 1.54

H20 299 1365-4 30.75 124.550 190.521 345.824 1.53

H21 71 1121-2 31.58 136.853 207.207 375.644 1.51

H22 236 1327-4 35.64 123.788 186.006 345.439 1.50

H23 431 1554-3 31.68 130.381 195.589 357.646 1.50

H24 139 1191-1 35.05 131.852 197.398 364.297 1.50

H25 89 1125-4 31.56 133.554 199.065 364.182 1.49

H26 244 1329-4 28.45 122.127 181.202 331.778 1.48

H27 235 1327-3 36.76 134.310 199.029 370.100 1.48

H28 230 1326-2 33.06 124.924 184.964 342.950 1.48

H29 91 1126-2 31.57 132.417 195.882 359.868 1.48

H30 238 1328-2 34.62 129.240 190.578 354.440 1.47

H31 325 1384-4 31.37 133.227 195.501 360.101 1.47

H32 241 1329-1 35.69 129.581 187.263 352.537 1.45

H33 79 1123-2 31.526 132.656 191.127 355.309 1.44

H34 968 1865-4 33.895 126.818 182.075 342.788 1.44

H35 320 1383-1 32.191 134.829 192.805 359.825 1.43

H36 227 1325-3 41.849 132.501 189.356 363.706 1.43

H37 50 1055-3 36.158 132.521 188.849 357.529 1.43

H38 419 1420-4 30.073 122.913 174.122 327.108 1.42

H39 56 1057-1 33.988 130.052 183.562 347.602 1.41

H40 332 1386-3 34.317 134.514 189.428 358.260 1.41
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H41 90 1126-1 31.900 128.057 180.001 339.957 1.41

H42 94 1127-1 32.919 130.578 183.323 346.819 1.40

H43 80 1123-3 31.593 129.782 181.887 343.261 1.40

H44 155 1195-4 32.833 129.931 181.734 344.498 1.40

H45 78 1123-1 31.902 127.260 175.847 335.009 1.38

H46 44 1054-1 32.689 138.000 190.628 361.316 1.38

H47 217 1323-1 36.370 130.448 178.327 345.145 1.37

H48 38 1052-3 44.007 136.822 186.880 367.708 1.37

H49 322 1384-1 32.664 136.740 186.682 356.086 1.37

H50 271 1336-4 34.966 150.228 204.505 389.699 1.36

MB: Mutant bag; T-Toc: total tocopherol

Table 2: Seed Toc content (mg/Kg) and composition of EMS mutants of B. napus arranged as high range of α-/γ-Toc ratio selected for HRM
analysis to detect DNA polymorphism.

HRM codes DNA codes MB codes δ-Toc γ-Toc α-Toc T-Toc α-/γ-Toc ratio

M1 550 1620-2 30.576 141.734 127.008 299.318 0.90

M2 660 1669-1 28.788 117.870 105.291 251.949 0.89

M3 57 1057-2 31.219 130.378 115.856 277.453 0.89

M4 24 1018-4 32.368 169.232 150.319 351.920 0.89

M5 578 1637-4 30.556 123.619 109.489 263.665 0.89

M6 706 1711-2 30.094 123.861 109.647 263.602 0.89

M7 604 1654-3 32.721 124.596 110.236 267.552 0.88

M8 543 1617-2 28.240 134.214 118.200 280.655 0.88

M9 744 1748-3 41.213 124.682 109.531 275.425 0.88

M10 778 1757-1 32.018 129.872 114.039 275.928 0.88

M11 7 1013-2 31.328 177.148 155.456 363.932 0.88

M12 858 1828-2 41.071 125.048 109.632 275.751 0.88

M13 970 1866-2 28.290 128.358 112.413 269.061 0.88

M14 966 1865-2 29.851 125.028 108.969 263.848 0.87

M15 789 1760-4 30.887 124.030 107.854 262.771 0.87

M16 665 1670-2 29.555 124.891 108.401 262.847 0.87

M17 27 1019-3 30.528 169.000 146.462 345.990 0.87

M18 876 1832-4 29.092 119.141 103.069 251.302 0.87

M19 16 1015-4 30.379 192.306 165.626 388.311 0.86

M20 680 1704-1 28.608 115.323 99.264 243.194 0.86

M21 460 1582-2 30.463 123.549 106.190 260.202 0.86

M22 14 1015-2 30.414 180.350 154.593 365.357 0.86
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M23 688 1706-1 31.074 125.104 107.038 263.216 0.86

M24 210 1321-2 30.249 122.508 104.697 257.454 0.85

M25 774 1756-1 31.999 126.500 107.582 266.081 0.85

M26 691 1706-4 31.039 123.014 104.600 258.653 0.85

M27 754 1751-1 37.851 134.179 114.009 286.040 0.85

M28 12 1014-3 30.697 189.560 160.862 381.120 0.85

M29 30 1020-2 31.457 181.923 154.262 367.642 0.85

M30 527 1613-2 32.267 141.959 120.310 294.537 0.85

M31 212 1321-4 36.070 124.245 105.032 265.347 0.85

M32 963 1864-3 34.150 130.517 110.305 274.973 0.85

M33 273 1337-2 37.347 143.672 133.447 314.466 0.93

M34 701 1709-3 30.475 120.291 111.457 262.222 0.93

M35 247 1330-3 35.230 142.824 131.356 309.410 0.92

M36 248 1330-4 32.410 134.642 123.827 290.879 0.92

M37 133 1158-1 31.865 132.639 121.916 286.420 0.92

M38 11 1014-2 30.646 193.562 177.312 401.520 0.92

M39 478 1587-2 33.137 133.743 122.159 289.040 0.91

M40 834 1822-2 30.062 121.115 110.325 261.502 0.91

M41 758 1752-1 34.495 124.897 113.371 272.763 0.91

M42 883 1834-3 35.676 123.563 111.931 271.171 0.91

M43 981 1869-1 34.505 129.709 117.407 281.620 0.91

M44 603 1654-2 32.272 129.939 117.575 279.786 0.90

M45 886 1835-2 30.204 125.936 113.610 269.750 0.90

M46 926 1845-2 29.870 124.828 112.542 267.240 0.90

M47 792 1781-3 30.866 125.141 112.588 268.596 0.90

M48 52 1056-1 33.345 131.763 118.499 283.607 0.90

M49 2 1011-2 30.75 172.16 160.31 363.22 0.93

M50 641 1664-2 29.50 119.07 110.86 259.44 0.93

MB: Mutant Bag; T-Toc: Total Tocopherol

B. napus  arranged as per medium range of α-/γ-Toc ratio selected for
HRM analysis to detect DNA polymorphism.

HRM codes DNA codes MB codes δ-Toc γ-Toc α-Toc T-Toc α-/γ-Toc ratio

L1 746 1749-1 35.819 140.874 77.985 254.678 0.55

L2 978 1868-2 31.004 170.288 93.740 295.031 0.55

L3 282 1340-1 31.356 132.556 72.543 236.456 0.55

L4 935 1847-3 29.796 120.762 65.871 216.430 0.55
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L5 621 1658-4 31.851 126.610 67.991 226.452 0.54

L6 943 1849-3 29.483 135.307 71.305 236.096 0.53

L7 157 1196-2 31.210 238.961 125.059 395.231 0.52

L8 201 1319-1 30.662 174.286 90.493 295.441 0.52

L9 635 1662-2 29.067 130.823 66.139 226.029 0.51

L10 544 1617-3 29.686 145.531 73.508 248.725 0.51

L11 202 1319-2 27.777 144.313 72.741 244.831 0.50

L12 925 1845-1 30.657 127.835 63.288 221.780 0.50

L13 196 1317-4 29.063 132.061 64.975 226.099 0.49

L14 168 1200-2 31.385 211.817 104.032 347.235 0.49

L15 195 1317-3 28.111 127.488 62.213 217.812 0.49

L16 638 1663-3 29.503 135.114 63.051 227.669 0.47

L17 177 1312-4 29.846 133.751 61.468 225.065 0.46

L18 123 1155-2 37.923 137.633 62.669 238.225 0.46

L19 639 1663-4 29.358 121.970 55.293 206.621 0.45

L20 647 1665-4 31.749 131.539 58.949 222.236 0.45

L21 182 1314-1 30.622 142.199 63.292 236.113 0.45

L22 184 1314-4 29.607 129.418 57.532 216.557 0.44

L23 180 1313-3 31.204 145.649 64.572 241.426 0.44

L24 174 1312-1 31.592 145.840 64.352 241.783 0.44

L25 924 1844-4 29.732 119.703 52.258 201.693 0.44

L26 178 1313-1 30.799 151.008 64.737 246.544 0.43

L27 200 1318-4 30.382 183.930 74.060 288.373 0.40

L28 199 1318-3 32.022 190.395 74.498 296.915 0.39

L29 625 1659-4 29.289 124.309 48.083 201.681 0.39

L30 623 1659-2 28.818 127.277 46.570 202.665 0.37

L31 622 1659-1 29.753 139.793 49.433 218.979 0.35

L32 198 1318-2 31.741 195.464 69.083 296.289 0.35

L33 889 1836-1 30.141 133.091 81.588 244.820 0.61

L34 193 1317-1 29.400 129.095 77.517 236.013 0.60

L35 171 1311-1 30.212 156.768 93.651 280.630 0.60

L36 944 1849-4 29.274 126.482 75.509 231.265 0.60

L37 769 1754-4 30.742 150.456 89.614 270.812 0.60

L38 949 1861-1 30.354 131.051 77.488 238.893 0.59

L39 958 1863-2 38.944 121.883 71.911 232.739 0.59

L40 614 1657-1 30.930 131.911 77.716 240.556 0.59
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L41 8 1013-3 31.009 204.116 120.124 355.249 0.59

L42 971 1866-3 28.901 151.725 88.965 269.590 0.59

L43 192 1316-4 28.635 127.667 74.533 230.835 0.58

L44 907 1840-3 29.404 137.209 79.989 246.603 0.58

L45 517 1600-2 31.461 142.786 82.920 257.167 0.58

L46 442 1557-4 31.084 148.117 85.764 264.965 0.58

L47 513 1599-2 30.952 155.181 88.703 274.837 0.57

L48 246 1330-2 30.434 128.659 73.113 232.206 0.57

L49 752 1750-3 37.599 136.636 76.659 250.893 0.56

L50 542 1617-1 31.262 143.070 79.558 253.891 0.56

MB: Mutant bag; T-Toc: total tocopherol

Table 4: Seed Toc content (mg/kg) and composition of EMS mutants of B. napus arranged as per low range of α-/γ-Toc ratio selected for HRM
analysis to detect DNA polymorphism.

Figure 3: DNA polymorphism (SNPs and INDELs) detected in the
first fragment (1-302 bp) of the gene BnaX.VTE4.b by Precision
Melt Analysis software using data generated by the CFX96 real-time
PCR detection system. Temperature Normalized Curves are
presented on left and Temperature Difference curves are presented
on right. A,B=amplification result with primer 2 for H1, H3, H7,L9,
CK; C,D=primer pair 3 for H1, H3, H7, L9, CK; E,F=primer pair 4
for H3, H7, L9, CK; H=mutants with high α-/γ-Toc ratio;
L=mutants with low α-/γ-Toc ratio; CK=Zheshuang 72;
RFU=relative fluorescence units; A=adenine, C=cytosine;
G=guanine; T=Thymine; Ins=insertion.

Data obtained from DNA sequencing were summarized in the form
of SNPs and/or INDELs for both fragments of the gene (Tables 5 and
6). Sequencing results of the mutants revealed polymorphism and were
allocated accordingly on temperature difference curves obtained from
HRM analysis technique for each graph in Figures 3B, 3D and 3F and
Figures 4B, 4D and 4F, and supplementary data respectively.

Figure 4: DNA polymorphism (SNPs and INDELs) detected in the
second fragment (1510-1869 bp) of the gene BnaX.VTE4.b by
Precision Melt Analysis software using data generated by the CFX96
real-time PCR detection system. Temperature Normalized curves
presented on left and Temperature Difference curves are presented
on right. A,B=amplification result with primer pair 11,12 for
H1,H7,L9,CK C,D=primer pair11,12 for H11,L13,L14,L15,CK;
E,F=primer pair 11,12 for H22,L21,CK; H=mutants with high α-/γ-
Toc ratio; L=mutants with low α-/γ-Toc ratio; CK=Zheshuang 72;
RFU=relative fluorescence units; A=adenine, C=cytosine;
G=guanine; T=thymine

The range of mutation including SNPs and small insertion, deletions
(INDELs) sites for first fragment (302bp) of the gene was between 2 to
6 with an average of 4 mutation sites per mutant. For the second
fragment of the gene (359 bp), the range of polymorphic sites was 2 to
8 with an average of 6 mutation sites per mutant. Various types of
SNPs found on the first fragment were: thymine to adenine (T/A),
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cytosine to thymine (C/T), cytosine to adenine (C/A), thymine to
cytosine (T/C), cytosine to guanine(C/G), and guanine to adenine
(G/A), as well as “T” and “A” insertion sites. For second fragment of

the gene, SNPs such as C/T, G/A, T/G, G/C, T/C, A/T, T/A and C/G as
well as T, C and G type of insertion sites, and single nucleotide
deletions, were identified.

Sites of polymorphism on BnaX.VTE4.b gene fragment (1-302bp) (5ʹ to 3ʹ)

 38 66 68 86 124 143 173 292 294 294-295 294-295 297 302 MPS

Reference T C C T C G G T T (Ins) (Ins) G T

H3 . . . C . . . C . . . . 2

H7 A . . C . . . C . T . - 5

H11 A . A C . . . . C T . C 6

H12 A . . . . . . . C T . - 4

H24 . . . C . . . . C . T . C 4

H30 A . . . . . . . . . . - 2

H38 A . . . . . . - G T . A 5

H50 . . A . . A A . . . . . 3

M30 A . . . . . . . . . . - 2

L9 A . . C G . . . . . . - 4

L11 . . . C . . . . - . T A . 4

L13 A . . C . . . . . . . - 3

L14 A T . . . . . . C T A . - 6

L15 A . . C G . . . . . . 3

L21 A . . . . . . C . . . - 3

L32 A . . . . . . . . . - 2

L34 A . . C . . . . . - . - 4

L40 A . . C . . . . . . . - 3

L47 A . . C . A . . . . . - 4

H: mutants with high α-/γ-Toc ratio; L: mutants with low α-/γ-Toc ratio; M: mutants with medium α-/γ-Toc ratio; Ins: insertion sites. –: deletion sites; Dots indicate the
same nucleotide with the reference sequence; MPS: Mutation Per Sample. The letters in each sample represent nucleotide substitution.

Table 5: Sequencing results showing Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and INDELs pattern in amplicon (1-302 bp) of BnaX.VTE4.b gene
locus having γ-TMT activity in Brassica napus L.

Sites of polymorphism on BnaX.VTE4.b gene fragment (1510-1869 bp) (5ʹ to 3ʹ)

 1582 1585 1595
(Ins)

1596 1684 1734 1735 1737 1742 1743 1744 1847 1849 1852 MPS

(Ins)

Reference C . . . T T G T T C A C G G  

H1 T . . . . . . . . . . . . C 2

H2 T . . . . G C . . . . . A C 5

H4 T . T . . G C . . . . . . C 5

H5 T . T . G G . . . . . G . C 6
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H11 T C(Ins) T . . . . . A . . . A C 6

H12 T . T . G G C . . . . G . C 7

H24 T . T . G . . . . . . G . C 5

H38 T . T . . . . . A . . G A C 6

H50 . . T . G . . C  . C . A C 7

L9 T . T . . G C . . T . . . C 6

L11 T . T G G G . . . . . . . C 6

L13 T . T G . G . . . . . . . C 5

L15 T . T G . . . . . . . . . . 3

L20 T . . . . . . . . . . G A . 3

L21 T . T . . G . . . . . . A C 5

L31 T . T . G G C C . . . . A C 8

L32 T . T G G G . C . . . . A C 8

L34 T . T G . G . C . . . G . . 6

L40 T . T . . G . C . . . G A . 6

L47 T . T G . G . C . . . . A C 7

H: mutants with high α-/γ-Toc ratio; L: mutants with low α-/γ-Toc ratio; M: mutants with medium α-/γ-Toc ratio; Ins: insertion sites. – : deletion sites; Dots indicate the
same nucleotide with the reference sequence; MPS:=mutation per sample. The letters in each sample represent nucleotide substitution sites.

Table 6: Sequencing results showing single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and INDELs pattern in amplicon (1510-1869 bp) of BnaX.VTE4.b
gene locus having γ-TMT activity in Brassica napus L.

Association of BnaX.VTE4.b polymorphisms with Toc
contents and composition in Brassica mutants

Polymorphisms were analyzed for association with the following
traits: δ-Toc, γ-Toc, α-Toc, total Toc and α-/γ- Toc ratio. Using GLM
model with minor allele frequency of >5% revealed significant
(P<0.05) associations among Toc traits and SNPs identified. Moreover,
linkage disequilibrium on representative samples from both the
fragments showed that polymorphic sites at 5ʹ end of the gene have
significantly higher association among Toc phenotype and genotypic
traits than that of 3ʹ end of the gene. We found sixteen SNP markers
which were strongly associated (P<0.05) with eight each of alpha Toc
and total Toc content, whereas, one marker was highly correlated with
Toc composition among 20 representative mutant samples.
Interestingly, we also observed several other prominent markers for the
associations among Toc phenotypes and SNPs detected but the
percentage of phenotype to genotype trait association was in the range
of 80% to <95% (Data not shown).

DNA polymorphism and amino acid sequences alignment
DNA polymorphism obtained from the results of DNA sequencing

of mutants with high and low Toc composition were further compared
on the base of protein sequence alignment to gain more insight about
SNPs and Toc traits association. For this purpose, comparisons were
made among amino acid sequences of representative samples from
both mutant groups (high and low) as well as parental (CK, control)
genotype Zheshuang 72 on the bases of α-/γ-Toc ratio. Both

synonymous and nonsynonymous SNPs were observed. DNA
fragment near 5ʹ end has a total size of 302 bp, including 5ʹUTR region
(26bp), a start codon (ATG) and 273 bp region of the first exon on
BnaX.VTE4.b gene. Correspondent amino acid sequences of two
representative mutants (H3 and L9) from high and low α-/γ-Toc ratio
groups, respectively, were compared with their respective control
amino acid sequence (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Amino acid sequence alignment of fragments of 5ʹ end of
BnaX.VTE4.b gene showing the effect of DNA polymorphism
caused by EMS mutation on the seed Toc composition in Brassica
napus. H3=mutant with high α-/γ-Toc ratio; L9=mutant with low
α-/γ-Toc ratio; CK: reference sequence of the gene from normal
(control) genotype Zheshuang 72.

We observed a single nonsynonymous SNP each on the sequence of
both type of mutants relative to the amino acid sequence of their
parental genotype. Interestingly, the allocation of SNPs revealed the
allelic difference between mutants with high and low α-/γ-Toc ratios.
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For instance, a single nucleotide change from thymine to cytosine
(T/C) replaced phenylalanine with serine (Figure 5) and the resulted
mutation caused higher α-/γ-Toc ratio (2.32) in seeds of mutant H3
(Table 2), whereas, a conversion of cytosine to guanine (C/G) resulted
in nonsynonymous SNP that replaced the amino acid proline with
argenine producing mutant L9 (Figures 3A and 3B) (Figure 5) with low
α-/γ-Toc ratio (0.51) (Table 4). Moreover, DNA sequencing results of
another highly mutated region of the gene covering two exons (exon 4
and 5) and an intron (intron 4) on BnaX.VTE4.b gene revealed several
SNPs on exonic as well as intronic regions, however, the number of
SNPs was greater on intron than that of exons. Moreover, the types of
mutation observed in this region were either small InDels and/or
synonymous SNPs, thereby, no significant changes in amino acid
sequences of mutants were observed.

Discussion
Mutagenesis based approach in crop breeding has resulted in major

advances and the release of many cultivars with improved
economically important traits [42-44]. Mutagenized populations can
be created at relatively low cost in species dependent manner.
However, this approach is particularly suitable for polyploid species
with complex genomes [45]. For instance, diploid species are intolerant
of high mutation frequencies, thus require much larger populations for
full coverage. Conversely, significant backcrossing may be required for
highly-mutagenized lines of polyploid species to remove extraneous
mutations before they can be assessed for phenotypes or used in plant
breeding [46]. Even though backcrossing removes many EMS-induced
variants, mutagenized genomes are still littered with protein-coding
sequence variants [47].

EMS mutagenesis could generate multiple alleles within each gene
that could yield nonsense, missense, splicing and cis-regulatory
mutants. Thus, EMS mutagenesis is comparably different to T-DNA
and transposon mutagenesis that generate only knockout mutants
[48,49]. We initially sorted the Toc content and composition data
according to high, medium and low α-/γ-Toc ratio. α-Toc is the most
potent Vitamin E and desirable for high oil quality, thus positively
correlate with high α-/γ-Toc ratio. The availability of the last enzyme
γ-TMT required in α-Toc synthesis, could be the rate limiting factor
because γ-Toc is the immediate precursor of α-Toc [15]. As per the
NCBI blast search and information available on the γ-TMT family
genes, BnaX.VTE4.b was selected to detect allelic variations in terms of
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in representative samples of the
M2 population for molecular characterization of seed Toc
composition, using HRM analysis.

Single nucleotide polymorphism could be induced or endogenous in
a gene or genome. Detection of SNPs in gene(s) of interest is a
powerful tool to explore gene function and to identify desired
mutations for breeding. We used HRM to detect the SNPs based
genetic variations in PCR amplicons of DNA of the mutant population.
Generally, profiles of HRM curves allow for the differentiation between
amplicons with a single base variant. Moreover, the changes in the
melting curves because of DNA heteroduplexes formation in the HRM
process could make it easy to identify the heterozygotes as well [50].
The SNPs due to transition of C to T and/or G to A and transversions
of C to A and/or G to T can also be efficiently distinguished based on
large difference (~1ºC) between melting temperatures (Tm) of
homozygous genotypes. However, it is reported that the detection and
differentiation for the homozygotes with C to G and/or A to T
transversions and many InDels, having small differences in Tm

(<0.25°C), is difficult because of the HRM analysis machine efficiency
[51,52]. In contrary, we got post PCR melting curves of the amplicons
with automatically set program for data acquisition of every 0.2°C
increase in temperature between 65°C to 95°C. Moreover, SNPs
detection efficiency is also dependent on the size of amplicons. HRM
could lose sensitivity with increasing product size. For instance,
fragments less than 200 bp long can provide highest resolutions,
whereas, amplicons longer than 500 bp can only provide satisfactory
resolutions for alleles which have large differences in Tm [50]. To
overcome such difficulties and inconvenience in the analysis, we
designed primer pairs across BnaX.VTE4.b gene locus that could
mostly amplify amplicons of size ≤ 150 bp, resulted in efficient peaks
differentiation of alleles with Tm difference of 0.2°C. However, the
number and the position of mutations within the amplicon cannot be
identified by the melting curve analysis alone, thus, to verify sequence
variations, sequencing of the amplicons is needed [51].

The SNPs data enabled us to link the seed Toc content and
composition to the genotypic variations of the representative samples
from the entire mutant population. To confirm this, association study
with the help GLM model and linkage disequilibrium (LD) could be
conducted. LD approach leads to the identification of molecular
markers based on association of genetic loci with phenotypic trait
variation. This approach is being widely used as an important tool in
human genetics studies, and has also been applied successfully in
several plant species [53,54]. We studied the association of Toc
phenotypic traits to genotypic variations using GLM model and also
determined the LD. Meaningful association of phenotypic and
genotypic traits could provide significant markers, enabling us to
accurately investigate genome-wide diversity and the extent of LD in
rapeseed. To identify the significant association between SNPs and
phenotypic trait variations, generally R2 values of 0.1 or 0.2 are often
used to describe LD decay. More precisely, we only considered SNPs
with frequencies ≥ 0.05 for LD decay. We observed 17 significant
associations (P<0.05) for eight polymorphic sites on BnaX.VTE4.b
locus (Table 6). Among those associations, eight SNPs were associated
each with α-Toc and total-Toc contents, whereas, a single SNP was
associated with α-/γ-Toc ratio on first exon of BnaX.VTE4.b.

EMS induces genome wide randomly distributed point mutations
which mainly include C-to-T substitutions resulting in C/G to T/A
transitions and at a low frequency, EMS generates G/C to C/G or G/C
to T/A transversions through 7-ethylguanine hydrolysis or A/T to G/C
transitions through 3-ethyladenine pairing errors [11]. Therefore,
mutation types other than C-to-T substitutions, which resulting in C/G
to T/A transitions cannot be ignored. We confirm that our results are
also in agreement with previous studies verifying different types of
mutation induced by EMS application (26). Consequently, these
mutations result in the substitution of amino acids, the alteration of
gene splice sites or the introduction of premature stop codons, leading
to a partial or complete loss of gene function or, less frequently, to
alteration of normal gene function. Such mutations are important to
research by allowing us to understand the role of specific amino acid
residues in protein function and provide useful information for
understanding the gene function or be used to generate breeding lines
with desirable phenotypes by introducing novel alleles into the
genepool which are not available in current breeding lines or wild
germplasm (Bancroft, 2018). Upon analyzing the amino acid
sequences of representative samples from high and low α-/γ-Toc ratio
mutant groups, respectively, we observed that a nonsynonymous SNP
resulted from transition of thymine to cytosine (T/C) replaced
phenylalanine with serine in case of higher α-/γ-Toc ratio (2.32) in
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seeds of mutant H3 (Table 2 and Figures 3A and 3B), whereas,
replacement of proline with arginine occurred due to cytosine to
guanine (C/G) transversion observed in mutant L9 with low (0.51) α-/
γ-Toc ratio (Table 4) (Figures 3A and 3B). These amino acid changes
could possibly induce the functional changes in protein associated with
the activity of γ-TMT enzyme in the last step of Toc synthesis. It is
revealed that mutants with higher α-/γ-Toc ratio could have enhanced
γ-TMT activity to trigger the conversion of more molecules of γ-Toc to
α-Toc as in case of mutant H3, whereas, reduced amount of conversion
of γ-Toc to α-Toc could possibly be due to lower activity of γ-TMT as
in case of mutant L9 with low α-/γ-Toc ratio. These findings revealed
that EMS mutagenesis generated significant allelic variations in seed
Toc composition among 1011 mutants targeting BnaX.VTE4.b.
However, nonsynonymous effects caused by EMS mutagenesis are
mostly desirable in crop genetics because such allelic series could
provide information on important domains or amino acids within the
protein of interest, which consequently provide bases to associate a
gene with a specific phenotype [21]. The allelic variations related to
high and low Toc composition represent promising candidates for the
development of molecular markers for marker-assisted breeding of
rapeseed varieties with enhanced tocopherol quality [21]. Importantly,
the incorporation of such novel alleles and/or molecular marker in
crops will not be obstructed by the strict regulatory regimes that cover
GM crops; this alone should assure the rapid deployment of this
technology in plant breeding [26].

Conclusion
One of the important goals of oilseed breeding is to enhance the

content and alter the composition of tocopherol as to further improve
oil quality of rapeseed. In the present study, M2 seeds of EMS induced
mutated population of B. napus L. were evaluated to analyze the
variation in seed Toc content and composition. Significant variations
in seed α-Toc, γ-Toc, and total Toc content as well as in α-/γ-Toc ratio
were observed among 1011 mutants. Hypothesis was drawn that EMS
could cause mutation (polymorphism) to alter Toc composition in B.
napus seeds.
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